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We conduct a theoretical study of SU(N) fermions confined by a one-dimensional harmonic po-
tential. Firstly, we introduce a numerical approach for solving the trapped interacting few-body
problem, by which one may obtain accurate energy spectra across the full range of interaction
strengths. In the strong-coupling limit, we map the SU(N) Hamiltonian to a spin-chain model.
We then show that an existing, extremely accurate ansatz − derived for a Heisenberg SU(2) spin
chain − is extendable to these N -component systems. Lastly, we consider balanced SU(N) Fermi
gases that have an equal number of particles in each spin state for N = 2, 3, 4. In the weak- and
strong-coupling regimes, we find that the ground-state energies rapidly converge to their expected
values in the thermodynamic limit with increasing atom number. This suggests that the many-body
energetics of N -component fermions may be accurately inferred from the corresponding few-body
systems of N distinguishable particles.
I. INTRODUCTION
Systems with SU(N) symmetry are of great impor-
tance to many areas of physics. For example, the SU(2)
spin symmetry of electrons is central to the properties
of solid-state materials, while the quarks and gluons of
quantum chromodynamics transform in representations
of the SU(3) color gauge group. Likewise, the approxi-
mately equal interactions between protons and neutrons
have inspired the idea that there exists an approximate
SU(4) spin-isospin symmetry [1]. Most recently, interest
has been further fueled by the fact that SU(N) symme-
tries can be extended to larger N in ultracold atomic
gases [2, 3]. Atoms, with their many spin degrees of free-
dom, can be trapped together in several different inter-
nal states using optical manipulation techniques [4], and
a particularly interesting situation occurs for fermionic
alkaline-earth atoms [3, 5–15]: In the ground state (1S0),
these feature zero electronic angular momentum, but
non-zero nuclear spin (F ). Consequently, there is no
hyperfine interaction, and the (nuclear) spin physics is
strongly decoupled from the physics of the electron cloud.
When the outer electron densities of two atoms inter-
act, the nuclear spins play no role in the collision, ex-
cept through Pauli exclusion. Therefore, the coupling
constant g for the interactions is spin-independent, and
mathematically, this endows the interaction potential
with an SU(N) symmetry. Using 173Yb, different SU(N)-
symmetric states with N ≤ 2F + 1 = 6 have been
experimentally realized for fermions confined to a one-
dimensional geometry [14] and a three-dimensional lat-
tice [11]; while SU(10)-symmetric fermions have been re-
alized in two-dimensional 87Sr [13].
One-dimensional systems, such as the 173Yb one above,
are extremely valuable in the study of many-body physics
as they are, in general, more tractable than their higher-
dimensional counterparts. Furthermore, many of them
can be solved exactly. For example, the Bethe Ansatz
can be used to solve certain uniform one-dimensional sys-
tems of interacting bosons and fermions with an arbitrary
number of spin components [16]. Indeed, the experimen-
tal realization of one-dimensional SU(N) Fermi gases [14]
has already caused a resurgence of interest in the area
from many theoretical groups [15, 17–22]. However, ex-
act solutions are not known for interacting systems under
harmonic confinement [16]. The importance of this sce-
nario is twofold: firstly, it is the most widely used type of
trap in experiments; and secondly, almost any potential
can be approximated as a harmonic oscillator at a local
minimum.
One way of gaining insight into trapped many-body
systems is to probe their behavior in the few-body limit.
Such an approach has already proved to be successful
for two-component Fermi gases in a one-dimensional har-
monic potential. Here, a recent experiment [23] investi-
gated the changing interaction energy between a single
“impurity” fermion (say spin-↓) and an increasing num-
ber of “majority” atoms (say spin-↑). Surprisingly, for
weak to moderate interactions, the majority component
behaved like a Fermi sea with as few as four ↑-particles.
On the theoretical side [24], a coupled cluster study on
balanced (N↑ = N↓) systems showed that the ground-
state energy rapidly converges to the many-body limit
with only a few atoms in each spin state. Therefore,
it is of interest to see whether few SU(N) fermions can
provide similar insight into multi-component gases con-
taining many particles. Already, for such systems, it has
been demonstrated that the many-body contact is well
approximated by having just one particle in each compo-
nent [21].
In this paper, we theoretically investigate few-body
systems of SU(N) fermions with short-range interactions
in a one-dimensional harmonic trap. We introduce an
efficient scheme for exactly diagonalizing the few-body
problem and obtaining the energy spectrum across the
full range of interactions. We furthermore elucidate the
underlying group structure of the energy spectra for the
three- and four-body problems, and we demonstrate how
they can be decomposed into different fermionic and
bosonic subsystems. In the Tonks-Girardeau limit of in-
finite coupling, we map the SU(N) problem onto a quan-
tum spin chain, and we show that an approximate ana-
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2lytic expression for the spin-exchange coefficients [25, 26]
produces extremely accurate results for both the ener-
gies and the wave functions of the eigenstates. Finally,
we investigate how the ground-state energy of the SU(N)
system changes as we increase the number of fermions,
n, in each spin component. In particular, we show that it
rapidly converges with n, thus implying that the SU(N)
ground-state properties can be approximately derived
from those of N distinguishable particles.
The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we out-
line our model of one-dimensional trapped fermions with
SU(N) symmetry. In Secs. III and IV, we work through
the SU(N) three- and four-body problems, respectively.
By re-casting the Hamiltonian in a carefully chosen basis,
we are able to eliminate two harmonic oscillator indices
from the calculation, which simplifies the diagonalization
of the resulting matrix-eigenvalue problem. In Sec. V,
we focus on the strong-coupling limit, and show that
the aforementioned ansatz [25, 26] yields energies and
wave functions that are essentially indistinguishable from
numerically exact results for N = 2, 3, 4. In Sec. VI,
we consider the evolution of the ground-state energy for
SU(N = 2, 3, 4) Fermi gases with an increasing number
of particles of each spin. Concluding remarks are made
in Sec. VII.
II. MODEL
The Hamiltonian for trapped, one-dimensional SU(N)
Fermi gases, as realized in cold-atom experiments, is
given by
Hˆ = Hˆ0 + Hˆint
=
N∑
i= 1
[
− ~
2
2m
∂2
∂z2i
+
mω2
2
z2i
]
+ g
∑
i < j
δ(zij) , (1)
where m is the atom mass, ω is the harmonic oscillator
frequency, zij ≡ zi − zj is the relative distance between
atoms at positions zi and zj , andN is the total number of
particles. The coupling constant g sets the strength of the
short-range contact interactions in Hˆint, and this can be
tuned either by changing the transverse confinement [27]
or, in the SU(2) case, by using a Feshbach resonance.
Note that Pauli exclusion ensures identical fermions do
not interact. In the following, we work in units where
~ = m = ω = 1, such that the harmonic oscillator length
aho =
√
~/mω = 1.
The single-particle part of the Hamiltonian can be
viewed as an N -dimensional harmonic oscillator:
Hˆ0 = −1
2
∂Tz ∂z +
1
2
zT z , (2)
where we have the row vectors ∂Tz = {∂z1 , ∂z2 , . . . , ∂zN }
and zT = {z1, z2, . . . , zN }. This non-interacting Hamil-
tonian has eigenstates |n 〉 ≡ |n1, n2, . . . , nN 〉, and cor-
responding energy eigenvalues
∑
i
(
ni +
1
2
)
, where ni is
the harmonic oscillator quantum number of the ith atom.
A general interacting N -body state can be written as
a superposition of the non-interacting eigenstates:
|ψ(N )〉 =
∑
{ni}
φn1n2...nN |n1, n2, . . . , nN 〉 ≡
∑
n
φn|n〉 ,
with the amplitude φn1n2...nN ≡ φn = 〈n|ψ(N )〉. By
considering successive pairs of coordinates, as shown in
Fig. 1, it is possible to perform a coordinate transforma-
tion z′ = U ijz, such that a given interaction gδ(zij) only
depends on one coordinate, while Hˆ0 remains a set of de-
coupled one-dimensional harmonic oscillators. In other
words, we may write
Hˆ0 = −1
2
∂Tz′D∂z′ +
1
2
(z′)T D−1z′ , (3)
where D ≡ U ij (U ij)T is a diagonal matrix, and the
transformed set of coordinates z′ contains zij . This al-
lows us to substantially simplify the exact diagonalization
of the interacting N -particle problem.
In the following sections, we first use a system of three
distinguishable fermions to demonstrate our method in
detail. Then we present the results for the four-body
problem, which can be solved in an analogous manner.
III. THREE-BODY PROBLEM
We begin our few-body study by considering three dis-
tinguishable SU(3) fermions in a one-dimensional har-
monic trap. By transforming to the centre-of-mass and
relative coordinates of the particles, we obtain the full
energy spectrum, and show that it can be understood in
terms of the spectra for one- and two-component Bose
and Fermi gases. Unlike the uniform case, exact so-
lutions for harmonically confined one-dimensional sys-
tems are not generally known. Accordingly, the three-
body problem has been treated numerically using vari-
ous approaches: see, for example, Refs. [29–31] for two-
component fermions, and Refs. [32–34] where all three
atoms interact.
As outlined in the previous section, a general three-
body state may be written as
|ψ(3)〉 =
∑
n1, n2, n3
φn1n2n3 |n1, n2, n3〉 ≡
∑
n
φn|n〉 , (4)
with the amplitude φn1n2n3 ≡ φn = 〈n|ψ(3)〉. Taking the
time-independent Schro¨dinger equation (E − Hˆ)|ψ(3)〉 =
0, and projecting it onto the non-interacting eigenstate
|n1, n2, n3〉 ≡ |n 〉, we obtain
[E − (n1 + n2 + n3)]φn
= g
∑
n′
〈n| [δ(z12) + δ(z23) + δ(z31)] |n′ 〉φn′ , (5)
where the total energy E is measured with respect to the
zero-point energy of the harmonic oscillators.
3FIG. 1. Sketch of the coordinate transformations: (a) In the three-body problem, we consider the motion of a pair of atoms
with the relative coordinate zij , and the relative motion between the pair’s centre of mass and the third atom with the coordinate
zijk . When we take the delta-function interaction boundary condition on the wave function, we are left with a single degree of
freedom − the relative atom-pair motion. (b) To deal with the introduction of a fourth particle, we look at the relative motion
of two pairs through zij and zkl, and additionally, the relative motion between their two centres of mass through z
ij
kl (see also
Ref. [28]). After taking the boundary condition, we are left with two motional degrees of freedom.
Reminiscent of the two-body interactions that are oc-
curring in the gas, we then rotate our coordinates so that
instead of looking at the motion of individual particles,
we consider the motion of different types of “pairs” (see
Fig. 1). Therefore, in addition to the relative coordi-
nate zij , we consider the relative motion of the centre
of mass of a pair with an atom, zijk ≡ (zi + zj)/2 − zk,
as well as the centre-of-mass motion of all three atoms,
zcm ≡ (z1 + z2 + z3)/3. Associated with each of these co-
ordinates “z” is a harmonic oscillator quantum number
“n”, and since the energy is unchanged by the coordinate
transformation, we require: n1+n2+n3 = ncm+n
ij
k +nij .
As we shall see, the advantage of this transformation is
that instead of having an expression, Eq. (5), involving
three quantum numbers {n1, n2, n3}, each summed from
0 to ∞, we eventually obtain a matrix equation in terms
of a single index (namely, nijk ).
To proceed, we insert a complete set of transformed
states |ncm, nijk , nij〉 on either side of the operators δ(zij)
in Eq. (5). Since the interaction only changes the
quantum number for “atom-atom” motion nij , we have
〈ncm, nijk , nij |δ(zij)|ncm, nijk , n′ij〉 = ϕnijϕn′ij , where
ϕnij =
 (−1)
nij/2
√√
1
2pi
(nij − 1)!!
nij !!
, nij even
0 , nij odd
(6)
is the relative harmonic oscillator eigenfunction for par-
ticles i and j at zero separation. Taking the boundary
condition zij = 0, and also setting ncm = 0 (since the
interaction energy is independent of the centre-of-mass
motion), the wave function coefficients φ can be replaced
by new coefficients η:
ηij ≡ ηn
ij
k
(ij) = g
∑
nij ,n
ϕnij 〈0, nijk , nij |n〉φn , (7)
where {i, j, k} = {1, 2, 3} and cyclic permutations.
Using Eqs. (6) and (7), Eq. (5) becomes
[E − (n1 + n2 + n3)]φn =
∑
n123 , n12
ϕn12〈n|0, n123 , n12〉η12
+
∑
n231 , n23
ϕn23〈n|0, n231 , n23〉η23
+
∑
n312 , n31
ϕn31〈n|0, n312 , n31〉η31 .
(8)
Continuing, we divide by E − (n1 + n2 + n3), and then
act with the operator
g
∑
n′ij ,n
ϕn′ij 〈0, n
ij′
k , n
′
ij |n〉( · ) (9)
on the left, three separate times, where {i, j, k} take the
same values as on the right-hand side of Eq. (8). This
yields three equations, one for each ηij . Making use of
the identity,∑
n
|n〉 1
E − (n1 + n2 + n3) 〈n| =
1
E − Hˆ0
, (10)
where Hˆ0 is the non-interacting Hamiltonian, we eventu-
ally obtain a matrix equation:
1
g
 η12η23
η31
 =
 A B BB A B
B B A
 η12η23
η31
 . (11)
Above, {ηij} are vectors and {A, B} are square matrices
given by
An,n′ =
∑
l
ϕ2l
E − n− l δn,n′
= − Γ[−(E − n)/2]
2
√
2 Γ[1/2− (E − n)/2]δn,n′ (12)
4and
Bn,n′ =
∑
l, l′
ϕlϕl′
E − n− l T
n,l
n′,l′ , (13)
where the matrix indices refer to the “atom-pair” quan-
tum number nijk .
Inside B, we have the three-body Clebsch-Gordan co-
efficient Tn,ln′,l′ , which is defined via the transformation,
|0, nkij , nki〉 =
∑
nijk , nij
T
nkij ,nki
nijk ,nij
|0, nijk , nij〉 , (14)
where {i, j, k} again take the same values as in Eq. (8).
Note that the quantum numbers satisfy: nijk +nij = n
ki
j +
nki. As pointed out in Ref. [35], these coefficients may
be related to Wigner’s d-matrix [36] which assists in their
simplification; for example [37]:
〈0, n231 , n23|0, n312 , n31〉 = d
n231 +n23
2
n312 −n31
2 ,
n231 −n23
2
(4pi/3) . (15)
Equation (11) implies that the spectrum may be ob-
tained by finding the eigenvalues of the matrix on the
right-hand side, i.e., this matrix depends on the energy,
and the eigenvalues equal the inverse coupling constant.
The system is solved numerically for different values of
E by increasing the maximum value of the “atom-atom”
quantum number in the sums, Eqs. (12) and (13), and
of the “atom-pair” quantum number, until each of the
eigenvalues 1/g converges. Note that since the relevant
“atom-atom” relative motion is always even for short-
range s-wave interactions, the spectrum decouples into
sectors of even and odd “atom-pair” harmonic oscillator
quantum numbers.
The energy spectrum is displayed in Fig. 2, where
we have omitted the bound states (which only exist
for attractive interactions) to focus on the so-called up-
per branch of the spectrum. We note that there are
no avoided crossings between bound and upper-branch
states. We can see how the energies increase for in-
creasing repulsion, until at infinite coupling the spec-
trum becomes highly degenerate. At this point, the
system is fermionized in the sense that the probability
density is equivalent to that of non-interacting identical
fermions [38]. For instance, the ground-state energy of
the upper branch for g →∞ is E = 0 + 1 + 2 = 3, which
is exactly the same as for 3 identical fermions.
To gain further insight into the spectrum, we also
solve the Schro¨dinger equation for other three-body sys-
tems, namely 3 identical bosons and 2+1 distinguishable
fermions (i.e., 2 identical fermions and a distinguishable
particle). In both of these problems, the Hamiltonian is
the same as for SU(3) fermions. However, for identical
bosons, the wave function is symmetric under pair ex-
change, and consequently, we have η12 = η23 = η31 ≡ η.
Equation (11) then reduces to
1
g
η = Aη + 2Bη . (16)
It is important to emphasize here that the additional
complexity in the SU(3) problem with distinguishable
particles is because, upon permuting the atoms, the rel-
ative signs of {φPˆ{n}} are undefined. As a result, we
obtain three coupled equations in terms of three inde-
pendent η’s, rather than a single equation using one η.
For the problem of 2 + 1 fermions, identical particles
are unaffected by the contact interactions because the
wave function is antisymmetric under their exchange. If
we say that atoms with coordinates z1 and z2 are spin-
↑, and the atom with coordinate z3 is spin-↓, then we
have the relation, φn1n2n3 = −φn2n1n3 , which leads to
the expression,
1
g
η = Aη −Bη . (17)
The solutions afforded by Eqs. (16) and (17) are both
contained in Fig. 2, and this can be explained using group
theory, as we now discuss below.
As we have said, the Hamiltonians for different three-
body systems are exactly the same. The only difference
is in the quantum statistics that restrict the permutation
symmetries of the wave functions, which can be repre-
sented by Young diagrams. Consider taking the outer
product (denoted by ⊗) of the irreducible representations
for 2 identical fermions and another fermion, respectively
denoted by the Young diagrams and . The second
graph can be added to the first “in all possible ways” [39],
and we find that the resulting representation is a direct
sum of two irreducible representations of the permuta-
tion group S3. This means that the eigenstates for 2 + 1
fermions include those for 3 identical fermions:
⊗ = ⊕ . (18)
Likewise, 2 identical bosons and an additional bo-
son contain the states for 3 identical bosons:
⊗ = ⊕ . (19)
Now, in the same way, we see that the wave function
for three distinguishable SU(3) fermions resolves into the
states for 3 identical fermions, 2+1 fermions, 2+1 bosons,
and 3 identical bosons [17, 39, 40]:
⊗ ⊗ = ⊕ 2 ⊕ . (20)
The line above describes the decomposition of the Hilbert
space with respect to the permutation symmetry. In
other words, the symmetries of the states in the SU(3)
spectrum correspond to the irreducible representations
of S3, and their degeneracies are given by the dimensions
of those representations [39]. Notice that the number of
states which transform according to a particular Young
5Symmetry (Degeneracy) :
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FIG. 2. The energy spectrum of upper-branch states for three distinguishable SU(3) fermions interacting in a one-dimensional
harmonic trap. The energies E are found using Eqs. (11)-(13), and are plotted against the inverse interaction strength 1/g.
This result can be decomposed into subsystems with fewer components, associated with the irreducible representations of S3
(see main text).
tableau is also equal to the degeneracy. All of these fea-
tures are clearly illustrated in Fig. 2. This is a very sim-
ilar idea to how Young diagrams have been used previ-
ously to decompose the few-body two-component Fermi
gas into different subsystems [41].
To summarize, in this section, we have used the three-
body case to explain the method by which we solve
the Schro¨dinger equation for small SU(N) Fermi gases,
and we have shown how the solutions project onto both
bosonic and fermionic sectors. Subsequently, we extend
this approach to the four-body problem.
IV. FOUR-BODY PROBLEM
We move on to consider four distinguishable SU(4)
fermions that are harmonically confined in one dimen-
sion. This problem can be solved by employing the
same techniques that were introduced in the previous
section. Here, we note that various methods for the
numerical treatment of two-component four-fermion sys-
tems already exist in the literature: see, for example,
Refs. [29, 42–44].
We start by writing down the general four-body wave
function,
|ψ(4)〉 =
∑
n
φn|n〉 , (21)
where n ≡ {n1, n2, n3, n4}. Once again, we project the
Schro¨dinger equation onto the non-interacting eigenstate
|n〉, and then change to the relative and centre-of-mass
coordinates of the particles via the transformation:

zij
zkl
zijkl
zcm
 =

1 −1 0 0
0 0 1 −1
1
2
1
2 − 12 − 12
1
4
1
4
1
4
1
4


zi
zj
zk
zl
 , (22)
where {i, j, k, l} = {1, 2, 3, 4} and permutations with
i < j, k, and k < l. The coordinate zij (zkl) describes
the relative motion of atoms i and j (k and l), zijkl is the
relative motion between their two centers of mass, and
zcm is the center-of-mass motion of all four atoms (see
Fig. 1). This leads us to define six independent wave
functions by subjecting Eq. (21) to the boundary condi-
tion that two particles, i and j (or k and l), are on top
of each other:
ηij ≡ ηn
ij
kl,nkl
(ij) = g
∑
nij ,n
ϕnij 〈0, nijkl, nkl, nij |n〉φn ,
ηkl ≡ ηn
ij
kl,nij
(kl) = g
∑
nkl,n
ϕnkl〈0, nijkl, nkl, nij |n〉φn . (23)
Here, {i, j, k, l} take the same values as above, and again
we let ncm = 0. By carrying out manipulations similar to
those in the three-body problem, we obtain six coupled
6Symmetry (Degeneracy) :
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FIG. 3. The energy spectrum of the ground-state manifold for four distinguishable SU(4) fermions interacting in a one-
dimensional harmonic trap. The energies E are obtained as solutions to Eqs. (24)-(29), and are shown according to their
dependence on the inverse interaction strength 1/g. This system projects onto one- and two-component Bose and Fermi gases,
corresponding to the irreducible representations of S4 (see main text).
equations in terms of these wave functions:
1
g

η12
η34
η13
η24
η14
η23
 =

A B C C(1) C(3) C(4)
B A C(1) C C(1) C
C C(1) A B C(2) C(4)
C(1) C B A
[
C(4)
]T
C[
C(3)
]T
C(1) C(2) C(4) A B[
C(4)
]T
C
[
C(4)
]T
C B A


η12
η34
η13
η24
η14
η23
 ,
(24)
where {A, B, C} are real, symmetric tensors given by
An,l;n′,l′ =
∑
p
ϕ2p
E − p− n− l δn,n′δl,l′ , (25)
Bn,l;n′,l′ =
ϕlϕl′
E − n− l − l′ δn,n′ (26)
and
Cn,l;n′,l′ =
∑
p, p′
ϕpϕp′
E − p− n− l T˜
n,l,p
n′,l′,p′ . (27)
Here, the four-body Clebsch-Gordan coefficient T˜n,l,pn′,l′,p′
is defined via the transformation,
|0, n1234, n34, n12〉 =
∑
n1324, n24, n13
T˜
n1234,n34,n12
n1324,n24,n13
|0, n1324, n24, n13〉 .
(28)
The remaining tensors are simply related to C as follows:
C
(1)
n,l;n′,l′ = (−1)n+l
′
Cn,l;n′,l′ ,
C
(2)
n,l;n′,l′ = (−1)l+l
′
Cn,l;n′,l′ ,
C
(3)
n,l;n′,l′ = (−1)lCn,l;n′,l′ ,
C
(4)
n,l;n′,l′ = (−1)n
′
Cn,l;n′,l′ . (29)
In this SU(4) problem, the “pair-pair” nijkl and “atom-
atom” nkl quantum numbers give rise to the matrix struc-
ture in Eqs. (25)-(27). That is to say, just like in the
SU(3) case, the numerics now depend on two fewer pa-
rameters than what we started with: {nkl, nijkl} instead
of {n1, n2, n3, n4}. The four-body equations decouple
into even and odd “atom-atom plus pair-pair” nkl + n
ij
kl
motion, which allows us to speed up their numerical eval-
uation. This furthermore implies that C(1) is a symmet-
ric tensor in each odd or even nkl + n
ij
kl sector.
From group theory considerations [17, 39, 45], we know
that four distinguishable SU(4) fermions project onto 4,
3 + 1 and 2 + 2 systems with either bosonic or fermionic
character. These symmetries are associated with the ir-
reducible representations of the permutation group S4,
as shown below:
⊗ ⊗ ⊗ = (30)
⊕ 3 ⊕ 2 ⊕ 3 ⊕ .
Again, both the degeneracy of a given state and the
number of states transforming according to a particu-
lar Young tableau, are given by the dimensionality of the
representation.
7In Fig. 3, we show the ground-state manifold of the
upper-branch spectrum for the four-body problem, ob-
tained by numerically solving Eqs. (24)-(29). In the limit
of weak repulsive interactions, the ground-state energy is
determined by the representation under which the corre-
sponding wave function transforms. The horizontal line
depicts the fully antisymmetric state, which is not af-
fected by the interparticle interactions. As g increases
towards infinite repulsion, the energies of the other inter-
acting states increase until they all become degenerate
at g → ∞, where the energy E = 0 + 1 + 2 + 3 = 6 is
the same as for 4 identical fermions. As g decreases from
infinite attraction, the degeneracy is again lifted and the
states continue to smoothly increase in energy. Notice
how the curvatures of the energies are not symmetric
around the 1/g → 0 axis, but are slightly steeper on
the attractive side compared to the repulsive side. The
colouring scheme and legend help to illustrate the group
theoretical aspect of these results.
We are now done with demonstrating the technique
by which we solve the Schro¨dinger equation for few-body
SU(N) Fermi gases. In the next section, we examine the
limit of near infinite interactions by mapping the system
Hamiltonian to a spin chain.
V. STRONG-COUPLING LIMIT
In the strong-coupling limit, the problem of SU(N)
fermions in one dimension can be mapped to a “spin-
exchange” model. The idea [46] is to think of the system
in terms of an effective one-dimensional lattice, where the
first atom is at the site i = 1, the second atom is at the
site i = 2, and so on. In the limit where the coupling
constant diverges (1/g = 0), the atoms are impenetra-
ble and, for a given ordering of particles, the ground-
state wave function is proportional to that of N iden-
tical fermions (i.e., a Slater determinant of the lowest
N single-particle eigenfunctions). Such fermionization of
two distinguishable fermions has recently been observed
in experiment [47]. As we perturb away from that limit,
adjacent atoms can swap places, and thus we introduce
a nearest-neighbour exchange interaction to the picture
for large but finite g. This type of mapping has been
successfully applied to two-component Bose and Fermi
gases [25, 26, 43, 46, 48–50], to Fermi gases with both s-
and p-wave coupling [51], and to multi-component sys-
tems [22, 46, 52].
For SU(N) fermions that are described by Eq. (1), the
exchange Hamiltonian has the form [46]:
Hˆ ' E∞ − 1
g
Hˆ ′
= E∞ +
1
g
N−1∑
i= 1
Ji
(
Pˆi, i+1 − 1
)
. (31)
Above, the first term E∞ is the unperturbed Hamilto-
nian, which gives the “fermionized” energy (equivalent
to the energy of N identical fermions), and the second
term contains the perturbation Hˆ ′ to first order in 1/g,
which gives the exchange interaction energy. The sum-
mation index i denotes the effective lattice site, while N
is the total number of particles, and the operator Pˆi, i+1
permutes pairs of adjacent atoms, with an energy cost
that is determined by the nearest-neighbour exchange
constant Ji. The values of these constants depend on
the nature of the confining potential. (Note that only
permutations of distinguishable particles give non-zero
contributions to the Hamiltonian.) Using perturbation
theory and the Hellmann-Feynman theorem [43], it can
be shown that the (negative) energy slope of the nth
eigenstate in the ground-state manifold is given by the
corresponding eigenvalue of the perturbation. Expressly,
− dEn
d(g−1)
∣∣∣
g→∞
= −
〈
∂Hˆ
∂(g−1)
〉
ψn
∣∣∣
g→∞
=
〈ψn|Hˆ ′|ψn〉
〈ψn|ψn〉 ≡ Cn , (32)
where Cn is the one-dimensional contact density of the
state |ψn〉.
Before solving the Hamiltonian Hˆ ′, we shall first dis-
cuss its symmetry properties. Without loss of generality,
we restrict our attention to the case of N distinguishable
SU(N) fermions, since its spectrum contains all the eigen-
states of other N -particle systems. Immediately, we can
find a trivial eigenstate corresponding to the fermionic
wave function,
|Ψf 〉 =
∑
Pˆ
Pˆ |α1, α2, . . . , αN 〉 , (33)
where αi with i = 1, 2, . . . , N is the spin index, and Pˆ
represents a permutation of these indices. We note that,
while |Ψf 〉 appears symmetric, the required antisymme-
try is in the real-space part of the wave function. It is
clear that Hˆ ′|Ψf 〉 = 0, which means the energy is in-
dependent of the interaction strength g. Based on this
fermionic wave function, it is possible to construct an-
other eigenstate |Ψb〉 corresponding to the bosonic state,
|Ψb〉 =
∑
Pˆ
δPˆ Pˆ |α1, α2, . . . , αN 〉 , (34)
where δPˆ is the sign of the permutation Pˆ . Its corre-
sponding eigenvalue is then given by Eb = −2
∑
i Ji.
This is an example of how we can transform from one
eigenstate with a certain permutation symmetry to an-
other eigenstate with a different symmetry.
In fact, as discussed in Ref. [53], there exists a mapping
between any two conjugate irreducible representations of
SN . Namely, if |ΨR〉 is an eigenstate in an irreducible
representation R, then we can use it to construct another
8Subsystem Degeneracy
Contact, Cn/C1 Maximum Overlap,
Ansatz, |ψ˜〉 Exact, |ψ〉 |〈ψ|ψ˜〉|max
1 0 0 1
3 1 1 0.999993
2 5−√7 0.99548× (5−√7) 0.999983
3 3 1.00632× 3 1
3 4 1.00474× 4 0.999993
3 6 0.99696× 6 0.999993
3 7 0.99739× 7 1
2 5 +
√
7 1.00148× (5 +√7) 0.999983
3 9 1.00008× 9 0.999993
1 10 1.00007× 10 1
TABLE I. Extending the ansatz of Ref. [25] to four-component fermions. We consider the 24 states that comprise the ground-
state manifold for four distinguishable SU(4) fermions in the limit of strong repulsive interactions (1/g → 0+). The contact
Cn, Eq. (32), for the nth eigenstate is given by the nth eigenvalue of the exchange Hamiltonian Hˆ ′, Eq. (31). For clarity, we
consider only distinct contacts and we normalize these relative to C1, defined as the contact of the first state as we go down
in energy from the fermionized state (which has C0 = 0). Because the trapping potential is symmetric, there are two unique
values for the nearest-neighbour exchange coefficients, J1 = J3 and J2. The analytic coefficients have been taken from Ref. [31],
while the ansatz coefficients (J1 = 1.755 and J2 = 2.340) can be calculated using Eq. (36) with κ4 = 0.59588 [26]. Also shown
are the maximum overlaps |〈ψ|ψ˜〉|max between the ansatz |ψ˜〉 and exact |ψ〉 wave functions associated with each energy slope,
which may be determined from Eq. (37).
eigenstate |ΨR¯〉 in the conjugate representation R¯:
|ΨR 〉 =
∑
Pˆ
χPˆ Pˆ |α1, α2, . . . , αN 〉
→ |ΨR¯ 〉 =
∑
Pˆ
δPˆχPˆ Pˆ |α1, α2, . . . , αN 〉 , (35)
where χPˆ is a coefficient that depends on the specific
ordering of the spins along the effective lattice. It is
straightforward to check that |ΨR〉 and |ΨR¯〉 are two
states belonging to conjugate representations R and R¯.
Furthermore, their eigenenergies satisfy ER + ER¯ =
−2∑i Ji, which implies that the spectrum of Hˆ ′ is sym-
metric around −∑i Ji.
Now, we progress to investigating the eigenstates of
the Hamiltonian, Eq. (31). In the SU(2) case, this
Hamiltonian can be mapped to an XXX Heisenberg spin
chain [46]. Within this framework, an ansatz was recently
introduced [25] which provides highly accurate analytical
wave functions for a single impurity (N↓ = 1) in a Fermi
sea of N↑ = N −1 majority atoms. Using the ansatz, the
exchange coefficients for a harmonic confinement were
found to take the approximate analytical form,
Ji = i(N − i)κN , (36)
where i varies from 1 toN−1, and κN is anN -dependent
constant. In Ref. [25], it was reported that for N↑ ≤ 8,
the overlap between the ansatz and exact wave functions
in the ground-state manifold is larger than 0.9997 for all
states. We have calculated the overlaps for N↑ ≤ 29
using the numerically exact coefficients which were sub-
sequently published in Ref. [31], and we find that all
overlaps between exact and ansatz wave functions in the
ground-state manifold exceed 0.9947. In Ref. [26], the
ansatz was applied to spin-balanced two-component Bose
gases, and again it was found that the resulting approxi-
mate wave functions were nearly identical to the numeri-
cally exact solutions. Because the ansatz describes these
problems extremely well, it is of interest to see whether
it can be extended to SU(N) Fermi gases. To do this, we
diagonalize the Hamiltonian of Eq. (31) using both the
ansatz [25] and the numerically exact coefficients [31] to
obtain a comparison. We utilize the same constants Ji
for the N -component systems as for the two-component
case, since they do not depend on the particles’ spin, but
only on their position in the effective lattice.
While the two- and three-body problems are exactly
described by the ansatz coefficients in Eq. (36), the four-
body problem is non-trivial. Shown above in Table I
are our findings for four distinguishable SU(4) fermions,
which was the system considered in Sec. IV. Remark-
ably, we find that the approximate energy slopes (third
column) are almost identical to the exact slopes (fourth
column) for all 10 non-degenerate energy levels. This in-
dicates that the ansatz [25] near exactly reproduces the
9FIG. 4. A close-up view of the 1/g → 0+ region of
the ground-state energy spectrum for four distinguishable
SU(4) fermions with repulsive interactions. The differently
coloured/patterned curves are the exact energies also shown
in Fig. 3, while overlaid as thin black lines are the energy
slopes predicted by the ansatz [25] within the exchange model,
Eqs. (31) and (36) (with κ4 = 0.59588 [26]).
energy levels for the entire manifold. To highlight this re-
sult, we have superimposed the slopes given by the ansatz
onto the actual energy spectrum in Fig. 4.
As well as the energy slopes, we also compare the ex-
act and approximate wave functions (in what follows, de-
noted |ψ〉 and |ψ˜〉) by calculating their maximum over-
lap |〈ψ|ψ˜〉|max. For a given degenerate eigenvalue, the
wave function is any normalized, linear superposition of
the d degenerate eigenvectors. In other words, |ψ〉 and
|ψ˜〉 are each found in a d-dimensional subspace of a 24-
dimensional state space. The key here is that, without
loss of generality, we can find |〈ψ|ψ˜〉|max just by deter-
mining the maximum overlap between |ψ〉 and any one
of the eigenvectors for |ψ˜〉. Furthermore, this particu-
lar |ψ〉 is orthogonal to all the remaining eigenvectors for
|ψ˜〉. Since each degenerate subspace is an irreducible rep-
resentation of the permutation group, we can find these
orthogonal eigenvectors by applying a proper linear com-
bination of the permutation onto |ψ〉 and |ψ˜〉. It follows
that the maximum overlap is, in fact, very easy to calcu-
late and given by:
|〈ψ|ψ˜〉|max = ( |det[O ] | )1/d , (37)
where O is the overlap matrix Oij = 〈ψi|ψ˜j〉 of eigen-
states within the degenerate subspaces, with 1 ≤ i, j ≤ d.
For two SU(2) fermions and three SU(3) fermions, the
degree of agreement between the ansatz and exact wave
functions is always 100 %. The values for the four-
body problem are included in Table I, where we see that
|〈ψ|ψ˜〉|max remains either exactly equal to or very close
to one. The equality of some of the overlaps arises ei-
ther from the transformation in Eq. (35), or from parity
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FIG. 5. The overlap between the ansatz |ψ˜gs〉 and exact
|ψgs〉 ground-state wave functions for balanced SU(2) [blue
circle, ], SU(3) [green up-triangle, ] and SU(4) [red down-
triangle, ] Fermi gases, with an increasing number of parti-
cles n in each component. The three systems share a concur-
rent point at (1, 1).
considerations [25].
As a further test of the ansatz, we compare the approx-
imate |ψ˜gs〉 and exact |ψgs〉 ground-state wave functions
for balanced SU(N = 2, 3, 4) Fermi gases, where there is
an increasing number of atoms n in each spin state. The
overlaps are presented in Fig. 5. When there is just one
particle of each spin, the ground state is fully symmetric
(see Eq. (34)) and the ansatz is exact: |〈ψgs|ψ˜gs〉| = 1.
For more particles — up to seven when N = 2, and
four when N = 3 — the overlaps remain above 99.99 %.
These results, combined with the other findings of this
section, show that the strong-coupling ansatz of Ref. [25]
can be successfully extended from two- to N -component
fermions. This yields great advantage when it comes
to studying larger-N systems, because the ansatz coef-
ficients in Eq. (36) are so simple to calculate.
VI. RAPID CONVERGENCE OF THE
GROUND-STATE ENERGY
Systems of many particles are, in general, very difficult
to describe theoretically owing to their many degrees of
freedom. One approach is to study such systems from
the few-body limit. For one-dimensional SU(2) Fermi
gases, the energy of the ground state has been shown to
converge to the many-body result for very small parti-
cle numbers in both theory [24, 54] and experiment [23].
Similarly, both the Bertsch parameter and the contact of
the unitary three-dimensional Fermi gas have been found
to converge very quickly to their many-body limits [55].
This provides strong motivation for few-fermion studies,
and the question arises whether the rapid convergence to-
wards the many-body limit is replicated in SU(N) Fermi
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FIG. 6. The rescaled ground-state energy slopes ∆E for SU(2) [blue circle, ], SU(3) [green up-triangle, ] and SU(4) [red
down-triangle, ] Fermi gases, with n particles in each component. Plots (a) and (b) are the weak- and strong-coupling
slopes, respectively, obtained using first-order perturbation theory. In panel (a), we show the many-body limit as a black
square, and data points are plotted for up to 30 particles per spin state. In panel (b), we normalize the slopes by the function
f(N) = 1 − 0.04/N − 1.45/N2 + 0.60/N3, and the limit for N → ∞ with n = 1 is indicated by the dashed line. The n → ∞
limit of the SU(2) system is shown as a black square.
systems with N larger than 2. Reference [21] has already
reported that over a large range of interaction strengths,
the contact and interaction energy (measured in appro-
priate units) are quite insensitive to the number of parti-
cles in each component n, and only depend on the num-
ber of spin flavors N . Here, we complement this result by
looking in detail at the weak- and strong-coupling limits
of the repulsive SU(N) Fermi gas.
As done in the previous section, we consider balanced
systems of SU(N = 2, 3, 4) fermions with n atoms of
each spin. Using perturbation theory to first order, we
calculate the normalized ground-state energy slopes in
the limits of weak and strong interactions, and examine
how they change as n is increased.
In the weak repulsive limit (g → 0+), each of the
N components can be treated as an ideal Fermi gas,
i.e., the wave function |ψgs〉 is found simply by tak-
ing the outer product of N Slater determinants. When
we perturb the system by introducing non-zero interac-
tions, the first-order correction to the energy is equal
to the expectation value of the perturbation — Hˆint in
Eq. (1) — with respect to the unperturbed wave func-
tion: ∆E = 〈ψgs|g
∑
i < j δ(zi − zj)|ψgs〉. With n parti-
cles in each of the N spin states, this expression takes
the form:
∆E =
g
pi
n−1∑
r= 0
n−1∑
s= 0
N(N − 1)
2r+s+1r!s!
∫ ∞
−∞
dx e−2x
2
H2r (x)H
2
s (x) ,
(38)
which is precisely N(N − 1)/2 times the correspond-
ing two-component energy shift. In the limit n → ∞,
this reduces to the expected weak-coupling result ob-
tained using the local density approximation, ∆E =
4
√
2 g N(N−1)n3/2/(3pi2) [56]. Our results are shown in
Fig. 6(a), where we see that there is a fast convergence
to the many-body value of ∆E, with a finite-n correc-
tion of at most 5 %. Moreover, in this limit, we know the
dependence on N exactly.
In the opposite limit of strong repulsion, the energy
shift is instead ∆E = − 1g 〈ψgs|Hˆ ′|ψgs〉, leading to the
results shown in Fig. 6(b). Here we note that, for in-
creasing N , the ground-state energy shift quickly ap-
proaches that of an ideal Bose gas with N = n × N
particles. Within the local density approximation ap-
plied to the Lieb-Liniger solution, this has the thermo-
dynamic limit, ∆E = − 128
√
2
45pi2 (nN)
5/2/g [56] (shown as
a dashed line). In other words, like for weak-coupling,
the ground-state energy shift appears to be predictable
with good accuracy from the limit of N identical bosons
(i.e., the ground-state energy for N spin components with
n = 1), and the number of particles n in each component
appears to matter little. Furthermore, we note that in
the thermodynamic limit of n → ∞, the SU(2) system
has ∆E = − 128
√
2 ln 2
45pi2 (2n)
5/2/g [56], which we see is ex-
tremely close to the Lieb-Liniger limit. Since it is rea-
sonable to believe that the ground-state wave function
becomes increasingly symmetric with increasing number
of spin components, we conjecture that the thermody-
namic limit for any SU(N) system with N ≥ 3 will lie
in the very small interval between these two limits. In
order to reduce finite-N effects, in Fig. 6(b), we have
normalized by the function f(N), which is obtained by
fitting to the n = 1 ground-state energies for N ≤ 30.
The fact that both perturbative limits converge quickly
with increasing n, suggests that the full ground-state
spectra are converging to the many-body energies at
a fast rate. This complements the conclusions drawn
in Ref. [21], where the ground-state contact for N -
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component fermions was found to be characterized by
the same rapid convergence. These results are also con-
sistent with those of Ref. [57], where it was shown that
the ground-state energy per particle of repulsive SU(N)
gases in uniform one-dimensional space reduces to that
of spinless bosons in the N → ∞ limit. Together, our
works imply that the energetics of balanced, many-body
SU(N = 2, 3, 4) Fermi gases in the ground state are
well described by the corresponding few-body systems
of N = 2, 3, 4 distinguishable particles.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
Motivated by recent experiments on 173Yb atoms, we
have undertaken a theoretical study of SU(N) Fermi
gases under a one-dimensional harmonic confinement.
Initially, we considered the case of a single particle in
each of the N spin components. For these systems, we
presented a method for solving the Schro¨dinger equation
and obtaining the full numerically exact energy spectra.
The primary advantage of our approach is that we are
able to remove two harmonic oscillator indices from the
equations, which greatly simplifies the numerics. We
solved the problems of three and four distinguishable
SU(N) fermions, and we believe that our technique can
be adapted to the five- and six-body problems, which
are yet to be solved in the literature. In particular, the
five-body SU(5) system is the smallest that will feature
solutions not present in two-component Fermi or Bose
gases.
We then specialized to studying the ground-state mani-
fold of the upper-branch spectra near the limit of infinite
interactions. There, the Hamiltonian for SU(N) Fermi
gases can be mapped to a spin-exchange model [46].
Within this setting, we applied an ansatz [25], which
was originally devised for the fermion impurity problem,
and showed that it can be extended to N -component
fermions. As in the two-component case [25, 26], the
ansatz is exceedingly accurate in this application. Fi-
nally, we considered SU(N = 2, 3, 4) Fermi gases with
an equal number of particles, n, in each spin state. Us-
ing first-order perturbation theory, we found that the
ground-state energy slopes, in both the weak- and strong-
coupling limits, converge rapidly to the many-body re-
sults as n is increased from one. This suggests, in agree-
ment with other reports [21, 23, 24, 54], that the en-
ergetics of multi-component many-body Fermi systems
may be accurately estimated from the few-body regime.
Our results open up the possibility of using few-body
approaches to gain insight into the behavior of SU(N)
systems. For instance, one could address spin and pairing
correlations in one-dimensional lattices [15]; indeed, an-
tiferromagnetic correlations have already been observed
in a one-dimensional microtrap containing a few spin-↑
and ↓ fermions [58, 59]. One can also consider large-
spin fermionic systems in higher dimensions, where exotic
spin correlations and magnetic phase transitions are ex-
pected to be observed [3, 8, 9, 60–67]. Finally, there is the
prospect of using few-body energy spectra to determine
the thermodynamic properties at finite temperature.
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APPENDIX: FOUR-BODY CLEBSCH-GORDAN COEFFICIENTS
We give the derivation of the four-body Clebsch-Gordan coefficients appearing in Eq. (24). As an example, we look
at T˜
n1234,n34,n12
n1324,n24,n13
≡ 〈0, n1234, n34, n12|0, n1324, n24, n13〉, which is defined in Eq. (28).
We start with the non-interacting part of the Hamiltonian, Eq. (1), which may be re-written as
Hˆ0 =
4∑
i= 1
[
− ~
2
2m
∂2
∂z2i
+
mω2
2
z2i
]
= −~
2
2
∂Tz M
−1 ∂z +
ω2
2
zT Mz , (39)
where ∂Tz = {∂z1 , ∂z2 , ∂z3 , ∂z4} and zT = {z1, z2, z3, z4} are vectors, and M = mI is the mass matrix (with I being
the 4× 4 identity matrix). Clearly, Eq. (39) forms a set of four decoupled harmonic oscillators. The eigenfunctions of
the harmonic oscillator have energies En = (n+
1
2 )~ω, and are given by
ψ(i)n (z) =
1√
2nn!
(miω
pi~
) 1
4
exp
(
−miω
2~
z2
)
Hn
(√
miω
~
z
)
, (40)
where Hn(x) are the Hermite polynomials. As done in Sec. IV, we define the following transformation which takes us
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from the single-particle basis to the relative motion basis:
zij
zkl
zijkl
Z
 =
 1 −1 0 00 0 1 −11/2 1/2 −1/2 −1/2
1/4 1/4 1/4 1/4

 zizjzk
zl
 = Uij z , (41)
where {i, j, k, l} = {1, 2, 3, 4} and permutations with i < j, k, and k < l. The transformed Hamiltonian has the
same form as Eq. (39), except that M is replaced by the transformed mass matrix:
Mij = [(Uij)
−1]T ·M · (Uij)−1 = m

1
2 0 0 0
0 12 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 4
 =
 m1,1 0 0 00 m1,1 0 00 0 m2,2 0
0 0 0 m4
 . (42)
Here, m1,1 is the relative mass of two particles, m2,2 is the relative mass of two pairs of particles, and m4 is the total
mass of all four atoms. The harmonic oscillator eigenfunctions that correspond to this transformation are denoted
ψ
(1,1)
nij (zij), ψ
(1,1)
nkl (zkl), ψ
(2,2)
nijkl
(zijkl) and ψ
(4)
N (Z), according to Eq. (40).
Now, we recall that the Hermite polynomials are given by an exponential generating function,
exp (2xt− t2) =
∞∑
n= 0
Hn(x)
tn
n!
, (43)
and set up the following equality:
exp
(
2
z12
α1,1
t1 − t21
)
exp
(
2
z34
α1,1
t2 − t22
)
exp
(
2
z1234
α2,2
t3 − t23
)
=
exp
(
2
z13
α1,1
t′1 − (t′1)2
)
exp
(
2
z24
α1,1
t′2 − (t′2)2
)
exp
(
2
z1324
α2,2
t′3 − (t′3)2
)
, (44)
where αi =
√
~/miω is the characteristic length for ψ(i)n (z). The vectors tT = {t1, t2, t3} and (t’)T = {t′1, t′2, t′3} are
related by a unitary transformation, which allows us to write down
(U12 z)
T
√
M12 t = (U13 z)
T
√
M13 t’ (45)
from Eq. (44). Rearranging for t’, we find: t′1t′2
t′3
 =

1
2 − 12 1√2
− 12 12 1√2
1√
2
1√
2
0

 t1t2
t3
 ≡
 a b cd e f
g h i
 t1t2
t3
 . (46)
Inserting Eq. (43) into Eq. (44), and using Eq. (46), gives
∑
n12, n34, n1234
Hn12
(
z12
α1,1
)
Hn34
(
z34
α1,1
)
Hn1234
(
z1234
α2,2
)
tn121 t
n34
2 t
n1234
3
n12!n34!n1234!
=
∑
n13, n24, n1324
Hn13
(
z13
α1,1
)
Hn24
(
z24
α1,1
)
Hn1324
(
z1324
α2,2
) ∑
j1+j2+j3 =n13
∑
k1+k2+k3 =n24
n1324∑
l= 0
(
n13
j1, j2, j3
)(
n24
k1, k2, k3
)(
n1324
l
)
× aj1bj2cj3dk1ek2fk3glhn1324−l t
j1+k1+l
1 t
j2+k2−l+n1324
2 t
j3+k3
3
n13!n24!n1324!
, (47)
with 0 ≤ ji ≤ n13 and 0 ≤ ki ≤ n24, where we have performed multinomial expansions on both (t′1)n13 and (t′2)n24 ,
and a binomial expansion on (t′3)
n1324 . By equating like powers of ti and building the harmonic oscillator eigenfunctions
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around the Hermite polynomials, we obtain
ψ(1,1)n12 (z12)ψ
(1,1)
n34 (z34)ψ
(2,2)
n1234
(z1234) =
∑
n13, n24, n1324
√
n12!n34!n1234!
n13!n24!n1324!
∑
j1+j2+j3 =n13
∑
k1+k2+k3 =n24
n1324∑
l= 0(
n13
j1, j2, j3
)(
n24
k1, k2, k3
)(
n1324
l
)
aj1bj2cj3dk1ek2fk3glhn
13
24−l δn12 , j1+k1+l δn34 , j2+k2−l+n1324 δn1234 , j3+k3
× ψ(1,1)n13 (z13)ψ(1,1)n24 (z24)ψ(2,2)n1324 (z
13
24) . (48)
Here, we have also used the energy conservation laws, n12 + n34 + n
12
34 = n13 + n24 + n
13
24 and (ω/2)[m1,1(z12)
2 +
m1,1(z34)
2 +m2,2(z
34
12)
2] = (ω/2)[m1,1(z13)
2 +m1,1(z24)
2 +m2,2(z
24
13)
2]. The Clebsch-Gordan coefficient allows us to
pass from the product of wave functions associated with the right-hand side of the coefficient to the product of those
associated with the left hand side, i.e.,
ψ(1,1)n12 (z12)ψ
(1,1)
n34 (z34)ψ
(2,2)
n1234
(z1234) =
∑
n13, n24, n1324
T˜
n1234,n34,n12
n1324,n24,n13
ψ(1,1)n13 (z13)ψ
(1,1)
n24 (z24)ψ
(2,2)
n1324
(z1324) . (49)
Thus, substituting in the values for a through h, we can identify the four-body Clebsch-Gordan coefficient as
T˜
n1234,n34,n12
n1324,n24,n13
= 2−n
13
24/2
√
n12!n34!n1234!
n13!n24!n1324!
∑
j1+j2+j3 =n13
∑
k1+k2+k3 =n24
n1324∑
l= 0
(
n13
j1, j2, j3
)(
n24
k1, k2, k3
)(
n1324
l
)
× (−1)j2+k1 2−(j1+j2+k1+k2)−(j3+k3)/2 δn12 , j1+k1+l δn34 , j2+k2−l+n1324 δn1234 , j3+k3 . (50)
This concludes our example.
The other coefficients in the four-body problem are equal to Eq. (50) up to a minus sign. For instance, for the
different coefficient, T˜
n1234,n34,n12
n1423,n23,n14
≡ 〈0, n1234, n34, n12|0, n1423, n23, n14〉, the transformation between t and t’ is t′1t′2
t′3
 =

1
2
1
2
1√
2
− 12 − 12 1√2
1√
2
− 1√
2
0

 t1t2
t3
 , (51)
where {t1, t2, t3} are associated with {n12, n34, n1234} and {t′1, t′2, t′3} are associated with {n14, n23, n1423}. This means
that we can write down
T˜
n1234,n34,n12
n1423,n23,n14
= (−1)n34 T˜ n1234,n34,n12
n1324,n24,n13
. (52)
The relationships shown in Eq. (29) of the main text may be deduced in a similar way.
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